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Dear Sirs 

Local Views SPD (revised draft) consultation 2013 

 

The Putney Society is the amenity society for Putney and Roehampton.  We are writing in response 

to the consultation on Local Views SPD (revised draft) in relation to Putney and Roehampton. 

 

We welcomed much of the content of the first draft of the Local Views SPD (October 2012) which 

seemed to us relatively protective against encroaching development of existing views upstream and 

downstream from bridges over the River Thames; views towards Central London landmarks; views 

towards skylines on the Wimbledon ridges; views of and views from the perimeters of the Commons 

and other areas of Metropolitan Open Land; and views along “Green Chains”. 

 

We note and are most disappointed that all of the views of heritage assets and landmarks in SW15 in 

draft 1 (section 6), metropolitan open land (section 7), and green chains (section 10) are missing 

from the revised draft: 

 View of Holy Trinity Church east along Putney Heath Lane  

 View of Putney Bridge from Putney Embankment 

 View of Putney Railway Bridge 

 View of Holy Trinity Church (Ponsonby Road) from Roehampton Lane 

 View of Alton Estate from Richmond Park 

 View east along Clarence Lane towards Roehampton House 

 View of St. Mary's Church Putney, and Putney Wharf from Putney Embankment 

 Open views southwards across Putney Heath 

 The grounds of Grove House in Roehampton Lane which represent an example of the 

surviving historic landscape with notable views across the lake and westwards.  

 Wandsworth Park and its fine avenue of London Plane trees on the riverside promenade.  

 The 300 year old tree-lined green chain of Putney Park Lane which links Putney Heath and 

Putney Lower Common.  



 

 

Not all of these fine important and locally much appreciated heritage assets, landmarks and green 

areas are in conservation areas (CAs). If they are in a CA can we be assured that they will indeed be 

included in the Appraisal and Management Strategies for the relevant CA as stated in para 3 of the 

revised draft SPD? However, we suggest that, for clarity and protection, all important views such as 

those above should be in both this Local Views SPD and, where relevant, in the CA appraisals. We 

are concerned that power of protection of views will be less in CAs than that afforded by the SPD. 

On the other hand we suspect that the above 10 views are not mentioned in the revised draft SPD 

because it would be such a disincentive to developers if high-rise tower blocks could not be built in 

direct line of these views. We are thus very concerned and disappointed by the changes that have 

been made to draft 1. 

 

In our response to your 2012 consultation (attached) we pointed out the omission of the long views 

from several points coming down Putney Hill from the Green Man which we would like to see 

protected.  We assume that these important long views continue to be omitted from the revised 

draft owing to projected development of high rise blocks in Putney High Street, of which the ‘Blades’ 

building, at the corner with Putney Bridge Road, would be the first (planning application number 

2012/1833). Other long views we should like to see protected are:  

 Down West Hill from Tibbett’s corner and below 

 Down Dover House Road (central third)  

 Down Roehampton Lane outside the hospital and University. 

 

The Thames Waterfront  

 

We agree (draft 1, para 5.1) that the Thames waterfront is one of the Borough’s greatest assets in 

terms of character and amenity and provides some of its most interesting and varied views, with 

bridges over the river providing panoramic views. However, whereas three views from Putney 

bridges were cited in draft 1 (upstream AND downstream of Putney Bridge and also downstream 

from the District Line bridge footway), we find that the one and only view that is mentioned for the 

whole of Putney and Roehampton in the revised draft is that which is upstream of Putney Bridge. 

The Council must be fully aware that the background to this view is almost wholly in other boroughs, 

and that the foreground is likely to be compromised in the near future when Thames Water receives 

the expected go ahead for the Combined Sewer Overflow works at Putney Bridge. These works will 

leave a concrete promontory jutting out from the embankment into the river (for inspection of the 

shaft link to the main Thames Tunnel) right at the centre of this iconic view. The CSO works could 

also result in loss of some London Plane trees on the embankment at this point, trees which are not 

subject to Tree Preservation Orders. However, there will a new view that needs preserving - that of 

Putney Bridge from Thames Water’s future promontory (which could have seating on it providing a 

new amenity). It is important that this view should not be compromised by increased mooring of 

houseboats.  

 

Surely the downstream view from the District Line bridge footpath towards the houses and 

gardens of Deodar Road and Wandsworth Park is also worthy of protection?  Furthermore, why has 

the view downstream of Putney Bridge with the fine and elegant Victorian District Line bridge in 

the foreground not been retained in the revised draft? Is it because the over development of high 

rise flats very close to Wandsworth Bridge has already been permitted and the Council does not wish 



 

 

to put any obstacles in the way of yet more such buildings extending near the river towards the 

borders of Putney?  

 

The Putney Town Centre rebranding exercise is highlighting the importance of the link between 

town centre and river, the river being seen as one of Putney’s greatest assets. The Council should 

consider not only the foreground but also the impact of tall buildings on or close to the riverside for 

all four downstream views, i.e. from the boathouses, promontory or pier, Putney bridge and the 

District Line rail bridge.  

 

Lovely downstream and upstream views deserve protection for future generations of Putney’s 

residents and visitors. 

  

Yours sincerely 

 

Carolyn McMillan PhD 

Chairman 

 

 


